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Abstract: Formal logic can be used to describe real-world problems in order to get an insight
into human behavior. “The Mind” (Warsch, 2018) is a cooperative game with simple rules, but
from this complex strategies arise. Players must cooperate to play numbered cards in ascending
order, without knowledge of the cards the others are holding. The catch is, no communication is
allowed during or before gameplay. Default logic allows assumptions to be made based on known
rules, which will allow us to model players behavior when they have incomplete information
about the situation. This paper aims to define an optimal strategy for players, allowing us to
transform complex behavior into its simplest form.

1 Introduction

The game “The Mind” (Warsch, 2018) is a coop-
erative game with a deceptively simple task, work
together to play numbered cards in the correct (as-
cending) order. In this paper will will consider a
simplified game of The Mind played by only two
players. They have a deck of cards, each card num-
bered 1 through 100. Each round the players draw
one card and see only their own numbered card.
Once the round is called to start, the only objective
is for the players to play their cards in the correct
order, lowest first. Players may play their card at
any point during the round. The catch is, no com-
munication, verbal or physical is allowed during the
game and no discussion of strategy is allowed be-
fore or during play. This means the player must
not only decide on a strategy for themselves, but
try to predict the other player’s strategy and adapt
to it. Finding the optimal strategy is simple, the
complexity lies in getting the players to coordinate
while respecting the rule of no communication.

It becomes apparent very quickly that the strate-
gies in this game are based on the concept of
timekeeping. In simple terms, assuming the goal
is to win, lower numbered cards should be played
earlier in time than higher cards. However, hu-
mans perception of time is not perfect (Eagleman,
2008), so even if two players are playing the same

strategy, for example playing card numbered x at
t=x(seconds), they may still become mismatched
and lose a round. In order to model this game us-
ing a logic system we will shun the human error by
assuming the two players are perfect time keepers.

The Mind is a game with imperfect informa-
tion, as the players do not know each others cards.
Therefore, we need a logic system that can deal
with some level of uncertainty and make assump-
tions. This model will be based off of Reiter’s de-
fault logic as described in his 1980 paper (Reiter,
1980). Default logic allows for assumptions, referred
to as “default assumptions” (Reiter, 1980), to be
made when we have an incomplete set of informa-
tion about the world. This will then allow us to
model the assumption that the human players are
making about the other’s strategy and allow us to
define strategies in a world with incomplete infor-
mation. Specifically, it will allow players to make
a default assumption about the strategy the other
player is using, when there are multiple possibili-
ties. We make an extension to Reiter’s default logic
by adding a time component which will count the
rounds. This is because the information available to
the player is time dependant, as more information
about the other players strategy is revealed as they
play further rounds.

This paper describes two models of players deci-
sion making when playing “The Mind”. The origi-
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nal model uses purely default logic. It did not per-
form well in the sense of win-rate when playing us-
ing the rules of this model. However, it did give rise
to some interesting behavior and served as a base
for the second model. The second model combines
default logic with some simple propositional rules.
Players win more often using this model, however
it is still not perfect. While neither managed to de-
scribe the “perfect” gameplay, they do give us an
insight into imperfect gameplay.

2 Original Model Description

The first model we tried is based on Reiter’s de-
fault logic (Reiter, 1980). We take the very simple
case of a game with two players and two possible
strategies. We will simply say that the game is won
when the players play the same strategy in the same
round. With this game it makes sense to add a tem-
poral component, t, where t ⊆ Z|t > 1. Here t does
not directly describe a round, but instead when a
card is discarded. Since with two players with one
card each, two cards are played, the rounds each
span two time events. Round one will start with
t = 0 and will encompass t = 1 and t = 2. In round
two card-playing events triggering the tick over to
t = 3 and t = 4 will happen, and so on. Here each
player holds a distinct model of the same structure.
Their model initially contains the rules we will de-
fine here and in section 3.1, and a rule defining their
initial strategy in the form strategy(px, sy, 0). This
represents that they, player x, will play strategy y
at t = 0. As card-playing events occur rules will be
added to their models which can be applied to rules
2.1, 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2.
We can describe the reasoning of players as fol-

lows:

¬strategy(other, 1, t) : strategy(other, 2, t))
strategy(other(2, t))

(2.1)
and the reverse

¬strategy(other, 2, t) : strategy(other, 1, t)
strategy(other(1, t))

(2.2)

Or in natural language, if we know the other player
is not playing strategy 1 at time t, then they must
be playing strategy 2 and the reverse. For p1,
other would represent p2 and vice versa. As we

will see later players represent themselves as me.
strategy(other, 1, t) represents that the strategy
of the other is 1 at time t. So for p1, this would
represent that p2 is playing s1 at time t.

3 Original Model Results

To evaluate this model there are two cases we must
consider, depending on whether the round at time t
was won or lost. Rounds are won when the players
successfully play their cards in ascending order. If a
card is played out of order, i.e. too early, the player
with the lower card will immediately reveal that the
round is lost and the round will end. At the end of
the round, regardless of win or loss, the cards are
reshuffled back into the deck and then players are
dealt new cards to begin the next round.

3.1 Case 1: Win

In the previous section we described the reasoning
of the players, but we must also describe their be-
havior or strategy. We use the information gained
in the previous round, to predict what they should
do in the next round. To do this we define the
players as sender and receiver. The act of putting
down a card reveals information about that play-
ers strategy to the other player. Thus, the one
to play a card is the sender, as they are essen-
tially sending a piece of information (their strat-
egy) by playing a card. The receiver is receiving
this information from the sender. For example, if
p1 plays a card at time t, then both players re-
ceive the information sender(p1, t), receiver(p2, t)
and strategy(p1, sn, t). The strategy of the sender,
here p1, is already known to them though, so this
is only new information to the receiver. Once the
card is played, the receiver then knows the senders
strategy and can adjust their strategy to coordi-
nate with it. This can be described by the following
rules:

sender(me, t) : strategy(me, x, t)

strategy(me, x, t+ 1)
(3.1)

receiver(me, t) : strategy(sender, x, t)

strategy(me, x, t+ 1)
(3.2)

This model is based on the important assumption
that complete information is given to the receiver
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when a card is played. In other words, the act of
the sender playing their card reveals their strategy
to the receiver.
In this case, where the round is won, there is

a simple sender/receiver dynamic, with the player
putting down the card first being the sender and the
other the receiver. Two card-playing events hap-
pen during the round. When the initial player puts
down their card information is revealed and we have
our sender/receiver dynamic. However, in the sec-
ond event, no new information is revealed to either
player, so we can simply ignore it. Then we can
easily see with our rules that the receiver will stick
with their strategy (which matches the strategy of
the sender already) and all subsequent rounds will
be won.

3.2 Case 2: Loss

In this case the model does not so easily describe
the behavior. When one player plays their card too
early, the other player reveals their own card to
be lower and both players receive new information
about the other’s strategy. By revealing a loss, both
players are now aware that they are playing a differ-
ent strategy to one another. The first player to put
down a card has revealed full information about
their strategy, and the second player to discard
the card reveals incomplete information, specifi-
cally that they are playing a strategy that is slower.
However, in the case of only two strategies the sec-
ond player is actually revealing full information.
Here, we have two card-playing events that reveal
information. In this case both players will at some
point act as the receiver. For example, take the case
where p1 plays first at time = t, acting according
to s1 and p2 is playing according to s2. Initially
p1 will act as sender when they discard their card,
and p2 gains the information strategy(p1, t, s1), so
will chose to play s1 at t + 1. As receiver, p1 will
not change strategy. Then, p2 will discard their
card revealing the loss. Even though this is not
consistent with the strategy they are now play-
ing, they have no choice but to discard their card.
Now p1 becomes the the sender and p2 is the re-
ceiver. p1 will receive the incorrect information that
strategy(p2, t+1, s2). So, p1 will switch their strat-
egy to s2 for t+2. p2 is the sender so will continue
to use s1 in t + 2 Thus they will end up exchang-
ing strategies and continue to play opposing strate-

gies in the next round. Switching will continue to
happen every round that there is a loss. Since we
have described a win as only when the players have
matching strategies, the players will get stuck in a
loop where their strategies are always mismatched
and thus they will lose every subsequent round af-
ter a loss.

One way around this is to always consider the
first player to put down a card to be the sender and
to ignore the second card-playing event in a round.
In this case the receiver would switch strategies
after the round, and the subsequent round would
be won. However, this does seem like “communica-
tion”, which is explicitly banned in the rules of the
game.

3.3 Overall conclusions

While this model seems sensible at first, we can see
that the behavior it models is not very complex.
Once one round is won, all subsequent rounds will
be won. If the first round is a loss, then similarly all
subsequent rounds will be lost, unless we relax the
rule of “communication”. If we relax the communi-
cation rule, then still the behavior is quite boring,
as the players play too perfectly, always winning
the game on at most the second round.

While this model did not achieve the original goal
of describing an optimal gameplay strategy, it gives
us some good insights into making a better model.
The players only succeed in aligning their strate-
gies when they either win a round, or coordinate
through communication. If we want to avoid com-
munication, we need a better way of dealing with
the case of both parties getting information during
a loss.

While the switching behavior is far from optimal,
it is interesting in the sense that human players may
get stuck in these “switching” loops. However, hu-
man players would probably eventually adapt their
behavior after recognising this pattern. Something
our model is unable to do.

4 New Model Description

We will keep the sender and receiver dynamic in
the new model, however we will consider the in-
formation the receiver gets to be incomplete. This
means that the receiver will not know the sender’s
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strategy just from that round, but will instead be
able to reject strategies based on the information
learned. For this model we will continue to con-
sider the game played with two players only, each
perfect time keepers. However we will now consider
the possibility of more than two strategies.
Each player px has a list of n possible strategies

Spx , with Spx ⊂ (s1, ...sn). This list of strategies
is the list of both the possible strategies they are
using and that they think the other player may be
using. In a simple case, both players have the same
list of strategies, however in more complex games
we may have the case that one player is playing
a strategy unknown to the other. This would give
rise to cases where perfect, always win, gameplay
is unattainable.
When a card is played during a round informa-

tion is given. This information can be considered in
terms of formal logic rules. This rule can then be
applied by the player to reject possible strategies
from their list of possibilities. To give an example,
when the sender puts down a card in the round, the
other player, the receiver, gains information about
their strategy. For example that their strategy s is
faster than n (in seconds). They can then apply
that rule to the list of their possible strategies and
reject some.
Unlike the last model, we do not consider a win

to only happen in the case that both players have
matching strategies. In some cases a round may be
won even if players have different strategies. We will
refer to these as complementary strategies. Strate-
gies that are complementary for certain combina-
tions of cards, and win those rounds, will not nec-
essarily win for every possible combination. In the
case of matching strategies the players will always
win every round, as we are still assuming they are
perfect time keepers.
The players strategy is dependent on whether

they were the sender or receiver. The sender will
never change their strategy. We can describe the
behavior of the sender as follows:

sender(me) ∧ strategy(me, sx, t)

=⇒ strategy(me, sx, t+ 1) (4.1)

The receiver’s strategy is described by this rule:

reciever(me) ∧ strategy(other, sx, t)

=⇒ strategy(me, sx, t+ 1) (4.2)

The receiver will not necessarily change their strat-
egy the next round, only in the case of a win. Here
the senders strategy, sx, is not actually known by
the receiver. It is instead assumed. This assumption
can be handled by the default logic:

¬strategy(other, s1, t), ...,¬strategy(other, sn, t)
: strategy(other, sn+1, t)

strategy(other, sn+1, t)
(4.3)

Essentially, if the receiver knows the other is not
playing strategies 1 to n, i.e. they have already
been rejected, and strategy n+1 has not yet been
rejected, then they assume that strategy n+1 is be-
ing played. They then apply this information to the
previous rule. Thus, they will decide to play the
strategy they assume the other is playing in the
next round. The order of a players list of strategies
is arbitrary, but does not change.

The rejection of strategies happens at the point
of a card being played. This reveals information
to the receiver and they can update their list of
strategies accordingly.

The model is unforgiving, meaning that once a
strategy has been rejected it will never be used
again, as described by this rule:

¬strategy(me, sx, t) =⇒ ¬strategy(me, sx, t+ 1)
(4.4)

5 New Model Results

At every round we will describe the behavior of the
players in the case of a win or loss. Unlike the last
model, we can see that it is now possible players
will win a round after losing the previous round,
and vice versa.

5.1 Case 1: Win with matching
strategy

In the case of a win, the first player to put down
the card is the sender and the other the receiver.
The sender gains information, namely that their
strategies are either the same, or similar enough to
win together. This information is received by the
sender at the point the other player puts down a
card. From this information they may still be able
to narrow down their list. However, as we can see
from the rules described in the previous section,
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both players should keep the same strategy for the
next round in the case of a win. This is because re-
ceiver will not gain the information ¬strategy(sx, t)
where sx is the strategy they are currently using.
Therefore, the receiver will not reject their current
strategy and will continue playing it. When a round
is won, the players do not know if they have match-
ing strategies or not, as they may have won with
complementary strategies. In fact, the players will
not know that they have matching strategies rather
than complementary strategies unless every possi-
ble combination of cards is played and won. This is
a limitation of this model. If they are playing the
same strategy, all further rounds will be won.

5.2 Case 2: Win with complemen-
tary strategies

This case is the same as the previous, the players
will stick to the same strategy, but the receiver will
continue to update their list of strategies if they
receive information from the sender.
Complementary strategies do not necessarily win

for every possible combination of cards, but it is
possible that they will. Two strategies may be sim-
ilar enough that they indeed win for every possible
combination of cards, but still distinct. For the pur-
pose of this game I will refer to these strategies as
functionally the same. The opposite we will call to-
tally mismatched.
In the case of strategies that are functionally the

same, we have the same outcome as with matching
strategies. Both players will stick to their strategy
and thus all following rounds will be won.
The case of complementary, but not functionally

the same strategies, will eventually result in losing
a subsequent round (assuming the players continue
playing the game infinitely). After this subsequent
round is lost they may eventually reach (function-
ally) the same strategies or they will continue to
lose until all strategies are rejected. What happens
after a lost round is described more in depth in
section 5.3.

5.3 Case 3: Loss

In the case of a loss there is a switch in dynamic.
Now the second player to put down a card is the
sender and it is the first player who receives infor-
mation. Specifically, the first to put down the card

receives information that their strategy is faster
than the other player when the second player dis-
cards their card and announces the round has been
lost. The first player, acting as the receiver, can up-
date their list of strategies. They gain at least the
information that the strategy they are playing is
not matching or complementary to the other play-
ers strategy and will reject that strategy from their
list. They may also gain enough information to re-
ject further strategies as well.

In this model we assume players rejection of
strategies to be unforgiving, that is the players
never re-add strategies that they have rejected back
into their list of possible strategies. In this case one
of three things will happen. In one case, by the re-
ceiver updating their list and switching strategy,
the players will reach complementary, or the same,
strategies and win a subsequent round. Another
possibility is the players will not reach comple-
mentary, or matching, strategies in the next round.
Thus, they will lose the subsequent round and we
will loop back to what happens in the case of a loss.
In the other case, we have the possibility that the
players lose a round with only one strategy left on
their list, so we know these strategies are totally
mismatched. In this case all possible strategies will
be rejected and there is no way for the players win
any subsequent rounds. Further, once all strategies
are rejected they cannot continue to play the game
as with the unforgiving rejection of strategies there
is no way for them to re-add a strategy to their list
to continue play.

This may happen in the case that the players did
have matching or functionally the same strategies
on their two lists, but they were not playing them
in the same round. However, it will not happen if
at some point they were playing matching or func-
tionally the same strategies. This is an unfortunate
limitation of unforgiving rejection of strategies.

5.4 Overall conclusions

This model is a marked improvement on the pre-
vious one. By making sure that only one player
changes strategy per round, we have eliminated the
cyclic behavior. So, now players can transition from
a win to a loss, or the reverse, between rounds.

However the model certainly isn’t perfect and
there are two large drawbacks to take into account.
The first of these is the point at which players are
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playing the same or functionally the same strate-
gies. While they have reached the ultimate goal
of perfect gameplay and will win all subsequent
rounds, they are not aware of this fact. This does
not pose a problem for the validity of the model,
however it does limit the transferability to humans.
There is a finite combination of cards that can
be drawn by the two players, so if they continue
to play infinitely they can eventually be certain
their strategies are (functionally) the same. How-
ever, this takes them playing every possible com-
bination of cards, which is very inefficient as there
are 100C2 = 4950 combinations. While we used the
assumption of infinite play in our model, when we
are talking about real people, we can assume they
are not going to continue playing for that long.

The second, and larger, drawback of this model
comes from it’s unforgiving rejection. As mentioned
in section 5.2, it is possible that players may have
matching or functionally the same strategies on
their list, but still reach a point where they cannot
continue the game as they have not played these
strategies in the same round. So, one or both of the
players has rejected the strategy needed to achieve
perfect gameplay. To fix this a mechanism would
need to be added to allow players to reintroduce
strategies back into their list, making the rejection
forgiving.

6 Conclusion

While both models put forward showed interesting
behavior, they both had their limitations. As we
saw, the first model gets stuck in cyclic behavior,
with the players always winning or losing rounds
depending on the outcome of the first round. The
second model improves on this, but does not al-
ways reach perfect gameplay, even when that is
achievable from the constraints of the players list of
strategies. An improved model would always reach
perfect gameplay when players have matching or
functionally the same strategies on their lists. Fur-
ther, it would do this in minimal rounds. Both mod-
els also had limitations arising from the assump-
tions made in order to limit the model. For exam-
ple, assuming perfect time keeping makes the model
less applicable to humans. However, assumptions
always need to be made when creating models such
as these and that is unavoidable.

The most obvious improvement to our second
model is to add forgiving rejection of strategies.
However, this is not a simple task. How you would
choose to re-add strategies, so to minimise the
chance of infinitely looping without ever manag-
ing to match up, would require experimentation to
discover. This could be simple, like a first in, first
out approach, simply re-adding the first strategy
to be rejected. There are also more complicated
possibilities, such as giving each strategy that is al-
ready rejected a “strike” every further round where
it would have been rejected again. Then, re-adding
the strategy with the least strikes.

However, even with forgiving rejection added to
the second model, it still would not achieve perfect
gameplay. To demonstrate this let us take two play-
ers, p1 and p2, with the lists, (s1, s2) and (s2, s3). In
the case that s1, s2 and s3 are totally mismatched
and s2 and s3 are both “completely faster” strate-
gies than s1. By completely faster we mean that
s2 and s3 would play the card 100 before s1 would
play 1. we have a situation where p2 is always play-
ing first and every round will be lost. However, p2
would also always be the receiver, so would be the
one to switch strategy every round. In this case, re-
gardless of whether we have forgiving rejection and
how the forgiving rejection is handled we have a
case where p1 will never switch strategy to s2 and
the players can never match strategies to win.

Overall, while the models were not perfect they
did both give interesting insight into players be-
havior. It would be interesting to see how the addi-
tion of forgiving rejection could improve the second
model. I do believe that, even if it was not reached
in the constrains of this project, a model that
achieves perfect gameplay if players have match-
ing or functionally the same strategies within their
lists is possible. Even though the models did not
model perfect gameplay, this results are still inter-
esting. Humans are not perfect and they do not
always make optimal choices. So, while it was not
the initial aim, from these models we can see some
ways in which players fail. From this, conclusions
can be drawn about the “faulty” logic humans are
employing that causes these losses. We can see how
some “meta-strategies” that humans could chose to
use can cause them to be stuck in no-win situations.
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